
The Food Bank

I sat on the well worn creaky chair as I watched the old man stumble through the
doorway. It was pouring rain outside in the warm and sticky spring weather and his coat was
drenched and his hands trembling. However, he had weathered the storm to obtain life’s single
greatest necessity—food.

It was one of the first days of my volunteer experience at the local food bank in my
community. It was a cozy, tucked away room in the basement of the town hall and I wondered
how many people even knew of the existence of the place. I had only been introduced to the food
bank from one of my siblings, who in turn learned it through our school’s bulletins. During the
first few weeks, I was tasked with sitting by the bread and bakery table and making sure
everyone got relatively even amounts of items proportional to their needs. And so I sat,
expectantly waiting for my first clients to come to me. My first surprise was observing an
immense line that had queued up by the door to the food bank before the clock had even struck
six o’ clock to signify the start of the evening’s hours. Furthermore, a drizzle had enveloped the
entire city and yet dozens of folks were standing out there, water dripping down their faces, some
without coats, some rushed from work, all of them with stoic and tired faces. My first reaction
was one of shock, one of surprise. All these years, there were people who were having a tough
time and less fortunate than I. And they walked amongst us, invisible to larger society. I had only
witnessed their plight from the cavernous depths of a dimly lit food bank, staffed by scarcely
more than five or six souls.

As they made their way into the food bank, I was struck by the sheer diversity of the
individuals who had arrived seeking food and other necessities. There were the elderly and the
young. There were small children and large grown men. There were dusty clothes and clean and
pristine jeans and sneakers. It was a slice of humanity from all walks of life squeezed together in
one united purpose—to secure enough food for themselves and their families because they had
not been so fortunate. I began my task, focusing as best as I could to put on a smile and hand out
bread and bakery items. As I filled bag after bag and sent the clients on their way, I could sense
the subtle change in their demeanor. They were at ease, and their stoicism changed to subtle
smiles. A weight had been lifted off their shoulders. Tonight their families would not go hungry.
The first day was a blur, and it went by fast. As the clients pulled away from the food bank
parking lot and joined the general traffic, none would be the wiser that they had just attended a
food bank. They had disappeared into the stream of society again. Afterwards, I sat in silent
contemplation.

My mind immediately asked: why?
Why did there exist people who never had to worry about hunger and those who did?

Why were some born wealthy and others not? Why were some people unjustly hated or ignored
because of how they looked or what they believed? The adults I asked, the ones that had been
broken by society, would say with a sad smile and say it was the way life was. I realized a
harrowing thought. When the adults were young, they most likely had grand ideas of changing



the world and transforming it into a peaceful egalitarian society where no one would go hungry.
But life had other ideas, and so they became disillusioned. I was determined not to let the same
happen to me.

I began volunteering everywhere I could. The local hospital where I helped patients and
my school’s Key Club where I helped with fundraising initiatives. I knew I could not change the
entire world. That would take many lifetimes and unimaginable coordinated efforts. But what I
could change was my world—my small community perched in the foothills of the Appalachia. A
community that harbored an invisible and forgotten population. They included students who sat
next to me, teachers who graded my papers, and the custodians who cleaned our floors. Society
had demolished their dreams of changing the world. After the closing bell rang, some of them
would ring in quietly at the door to the food bank. And I would step forward, a genuine smile on
my face, ready to change their world.


